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AN EMPIRICAL TEST OF THE THEORY 
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Summary.-A theory was tested according to which rounded figures (female 
symbols) would be preferred by males, elongated figures (male symbols) by 
females. Preference judgments obtained from 451 male and 445 female students 
failed to bear out this prediction. 

It has been known for a very long time that rounded shapes may represent the fe- 
male genital organs and pointed shapes the male; this sexual symbolism was already ex- 
plicitly recognized by the ancient Greek and Roman writers, and Eysenck (1972) has 
referred to mediaeval English writings discussing the priapic significance of church steeples 
and similar structures. For reasons unknown to us, this theory is often ascribed to Freud; 
thus Kline (1772) in a recent book on empirical tests of Freudian theories, states that: 
"On the Freudian hypothesis char rounded shapes represent the female genital organs and 
pointed shapes the male, McElroy presented a 12-item test (each item consisting of one 
rounded and one pointed shape) to 380 boys and 399 girls. . . . As predicted from the 
Freudian theory, males preferred female shapes and females preferred male shapes, a pref- 
erence which increased with age" (p. 210). McElroy's (1954) study with Scottish 
children was followed by Jahoda's (1956) study of Ghanian children, which gave rather 
similar results. There is thus some evidence for the proposition that penis-like shapes are 
preferred by females, vagina-like shapes by males, although the relevance of Freud to 
this interpretation (other than in the nature of a popularizer of widely known facts) is 
not clear. Kline accepts these data as evidence for the theory of symbolism, but it should 
be noted that, in addition, we have the hypothesis that males and females will prefer 
rymbols referring to the other sex; only if both these hypotheses are true will the predicted 
cross-preference judgments actually be found. A negative result would be more likely to 
reflect on the second of these hypotheses, in view of the widespread acceptance, over 
several thousand years, of the symbolic nature of pointed and rounded shapes. This second 
hypothesis accepted by Kline and others is not actually stated by Freud; it may or may not 
represent the spirit of his theory. 

A replication study was undertaken by us, using Egyptian students (451 male, 445 
female; M age = 20 yr.) studying either fine arts or more general subjects on the arts 
side. Stimuli were chosen from Birkhoff's (1933) set of 90 polygons. Polygons 14, 71 
and 75 were chosen as penis symbols; the first of these is elongated and pointed, and the 
two latter were found to have a high loading on a factor characterized by "elongated pro- 
jections" (Eysenck, 1968; Eysenck & Castle, 1970).  Polygons 16 and 30 were chosen 
as female symbols because they were rounded, having high loadings on Eysenck's "circle" 
factor. Polygons 32 and 63 were also chosen as female symbols, being oval or elliptical; 
in many ways an oval shape resembles the vagina better than does a circle, and such com- 
mon terms as "fig" ( in  Italian) to refer to the female sex organs suggest an oval rather 
than a round shape. A11 90 polygons were administered to Ss for rating on a 7-point 
scale, with 7 being the most liked, and 1 being the least liked category; the method of 
administration has been described elsewhere (Soueif & Eysenck, 1972). 

Means scores for the 7 polygons in question, as well as SDs and significance levels 
( t  tests), are given in Table 1. It will be seen that the male symbols are significantly 
preferred by the males in every case, contrary to prediction. For the female symbols, 
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TABLE 1 
MEAN RATINGS OF POLYGONS FOR L M G N  AND WOMEN 

- -  -- 
Symbols Meo \Vcr,ocn P 

Male 14 2.54?1.82 2 2821.66 .05 
71 3.05% 1.84 2.45f 1.61 ,001 
71 4.2621.74 3.71f 1.78 .01 

Female 16 3.3621.84 3.62~1.85 .05 
30 2.38z1.59 2.4821.57 N.S. 
32 3.53f 1.85 3.423-1.83 N.S. 
63 324f 1.76 2.7821.70 ,001 

raro show no rignifrcant dlfferencc between males and females; o f  rhe orher two, one ir 
preferred by the men, rhe other by the women. Insofar as there dara go. therefore, they 
do nor rupporr rhe theory nrrriburrd ro Freud, and in good part support the opporire view 
(ar lcasr for rhe malc symbols), i.c., rhar males (and possibly females) rend to prefer 
rhnp r  rymblic of rhelr own sex. We would be inclined ra atrriburc little imporraoce ro 
the dara oor way or rhe orhcr; even where differences are ngniflcanr, they are quite small. 
and srarisocally significant only bccause of rhe large oumbers of rubjecrr employed. The 
(non.Frrudian) xheory of symbolism ir nor impugned by there rcrulrs; we would ruggerr 
that for shapes of nny kind ro be symbolic of sexual purr  requires n special serring and 
rhar in the absence of such a rcalng (in rhr rhcarre, or ar a parry, erc.) shapes are nor 
inrerprered symbolically. We ruggerr char rhe whole norion of resring the rheory of 
rymbolism in  rhir mnnner ir  mlsraken, and char rhls mirrake may indeed be arrribured ro 
the uncritical acceptance of Freudian noriono of "pan-sexuality" and unconrcious rncoral 
PrOCPPSCI. 
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